L-PLATES FAMILY 4 DAY MT WELLS ROCK & RAMBLE TREK
Sept/Oct School Holiday trek – Tuesday 08 Oct 2019

This section is gentle and lovely to walk in the spring with its wildflowers at their best. It has
relatively short kms, fairly flat and easy walking and the highlight is the ascent of Mt Wells. The
White Horse Hills area is renowned for its rugged granite ridges, magnificent wandoo, wildflowers
and great 360 views from Boonerring Hill.

Day
One:
Pinjarra
Williams
Rd,
Dwellingup
to
Chadoora
8.5km
We commence on the access road next to the largely disused Dwellingtup to Boddington railway
line. The track winds through attractive jarrah forest and the follows Swamp Oak Brook to arrive
at Chadoora campsite. Close to the campsite is evidence of earlier logging activities with an old
well and some interesting vegetation communities.

Day Two: Chadoora to Mt Wells 14.9km The track is largely flat from Chadoora but passes
through several attractive wandoo creek flats where we can meander and search for the illusive
orchids. We ascend to the summit of Mt Wells to a viewing platform that offers 360 degree views.
There is heritage value in this area and we can camp in the shelter of the old towerman’s hut.
Day Three: Mt Wells to White Horse 14.5km We descent from the summit move into a more
rugged granite country with huge jumbled boulders, ragged outcrops and great wildflowers. We
descend down to a broad, flat valley where the South Dandalup River flows and then ascend up
to White Horse Hills with glimpses through trees to the east and to Boonerring Hill to arrive at
White Horse campsite.
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Day Four: White Horse to North Bannister 17.6km
This is our longest day but our packs are the lightest and we are track hardened by now and the
section is quite gorgeous with its wandoo-lined ridges and views north to Boonerring Hill; northwest to Mt cooke, Mt Cuthbert, Mt Vincent and Mt Solus. At 8km we come to the spur leading to
the summit of Boonerring Hill. Spectacular views are from the summit. The track continues
through pretty wandoo valleys to arrive at North Bannister Roadhouse on Albany Highway.

Cost: $480 per family additional adult $25 per day, additional child $25 per day (plus transport
shared cost, trekking gear available for hire, BYO your food for the 4 days.
Further detail and checklist will be provided upon Booking. Prerequisite to this 4 day trek, is to
complete a 2 day overnight trek where we provide the planning information for a multiday trek.
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